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News Letter from the Man who taught Ronnie how to be CANCER

*Malaria Finally Defeated*
The worst disease of mankind, *malaria*, a disease that has killed more humans
than all the wars of mankind, was finally defeated and the defeat was proven a
fact by the Red Cross on the 16th of December 2012. The location was Africa, in
the country of Uganda, Luuka District.
The test was conducted by the International Red Cross, the Uganda Red Cross, the
local health authorities, and other Ugandan scientists and laboratories. Total
scientific testing was maintained throughout the 4-day operation. There were
doctors to sign off on the blood tests, malaria test strips to show malaria, and
official microscope technicians to even verify the number of malaria parasites
present in each malaria victim. The microscope technicians have officially
identified malaria parasites on a daily basis. Other personnel present were
nurses to help the doctors, video technicians, people to serve as observers and
various other personnel.
Klaas Proesmans, a prominent Red Cross figure and CEO of the Water Reference
Center of the International Red Cross, told me that he had wondered if there
might be some truth in the claim by the Genesis 2 Church that MMS (chlorine
dioxide) actually killed malaria and returned health to malaria victims. He
finally decided to personally finance a full scale malaria clinical trial in the
jungle on actual malaria victims rather than laboratory rats.
Klaas Proesmans came to our seminar in Mexico that teaches the use of chlorine
dioxide to cure diseases. He arrived here in Mexico about 2 months before the
actual clinical trial of the 4 days that was from the 11th to the 16th of
December, 2012, in Uganda. He said to me at that time that he really didn’t think
chlorine dioxide worked to cure diseases but he felt it was his job to prove it
one way or the other. At the time of this clinical trial many diseases were
treated, but the disease of interest was malaria. And 154 cases of malaria were
given doses of MMS which, of course, was chlorine dioxide. All 154 cases were
free of malaria within 24 hours of taking the dose, with only 11 cases requiring
a second dose. This was all recorded on DVD and on paper with signatures of
doctors and technicians. There was no chance of mistake.
One hundred and fifty-four cases of malaria were made well. We have the original
DVD’s, plus copies of the DVD’s, copies of the signatures or even actual
signatures, as well as copies of all papers and signatures of those who were
cured. All of this will be recorded on YouTube with the exception of the
signatures of the malaria victims, as that takes individual permission, but the
signatures are available for use in court if needed.
There was some worry about possible side effects to people taking MMS, but since
chlorine dioxide is used to purify water in thousands of municipal water
purification systems and used for treating vegetables around the world, there are
numerous tests showing the safety of ingesting chlorine dioxide. Millions of
people have been ingesting chlorine dioxide for nearly a hundred years. At this
time as many as 10 million people have used chlorine dioxide to overcome
diseases. For the

15 years since I first began to treat people for diseases there have been no
recorded deaths or permanent damage to a single human being.
*Some further details*: I can’t praise Klaas Proesmans enough for his forwardlooking, personal responsibility towards the human race. That he would personally
arrange this malaria clinical trial by first insisting and then financing the
clinical trial itself is monumental. If the information gets used, Klaas will
have saved thousands of lives, many thousands, even millions of lives. These
malaria victims, children and adults, who are at this moment dying, are no less
valuable than all the other people of the world. Who knows, one of them might
grow up to save the human race. We can save them so why don’t we?
The greatest cause of poverty in Africa is malaria. The millions of sick people
are needed to work in the fields. Without malaria poverty will be almost nonexistent. Imagine if there were 80 million people sick with malaria in the US.
We could easily soon have the same poverty rampant in America. So we need to
save those lives.
*But to save lives we need your help*: We must get this information out to the
world. If you never help ever again, this time humanity needs your help. Mankind
must know about this development. This is one time that what you personally do
will have a direct effect on saving lives, not theoretically, actually. It is so
important that we get this information to our friends, magazines, newspapers, TV
stations, radio stations, web radio stations, and government officials such as
Mayors and Governors because thousands of lives depend upon it.
*More than 3000 children die from malaria every day*. Science has proven again
and again that it can solve any problem presented to it. The idea that we need to
allow our children to suffer to their death because there are too many people on
Earth is totally repugnant, but there are people who suggest it. I know that
there are medical people who would spend years testing MMS while children and
adults die from malaria, but ask any one of those who are dying if they would
rather die than maybe have some minor side effect that has not yet shown up. And
of course you will find that no one wants that. So since I have already tested
it for
15 years, are we going to go ahead and save those 3000 who die each day or do we
spend another year testing while more than 1 million die from malaria?
*You know the answer to that*. *We have to save all that we can save right now*.
But the real question is, *WHAT IS THE RED CROSS GOING TO DO*?
I’m not going to say a lot right now because we want to give the Red Cross time
to do the “right thing.”
Let me ask you again but a little more to the point. Please, please, send this
NEWSLETTER out to as many people as you can. This is one of those few times that
what you do will make a difference. No matter who you are or where you are, if
you will send out this newsletter to friends and just anyone, the chances are 99%
that you will affect at least one life in Africa. They could be saved and that
would be at least one person who no longer need suffer. And chances are very high
it would be a lot more. And maybe, just maybe, the letter you send out will go to
the right person and it will cause a million lives to be saved.

Please understand. Right now we are dealing in human lives. *This NEWSLETTER is
dealing in lives*. What you do now will determine how many live and how many die.
And I mean you. Of course, I know there are thousands of others besides you, but
you will still have a direct effect. I am not begging for a few dollars, or a
couple of dimes. I am asking you for someone’s life that will cost you only a few
moments of your time. *THE RED CROSS HAS HAD THE ANSWER TO SAVING THOSE LIVES FOR
5 MONTHS NOW AND NOT A SINGLE LIFE SAVED SINCE THE TESTING*. If enough people
learn about this, a voice will go up loud enough to get something done, and there
will be people who want to do things themselves to help.
If you have never sent any kind of a humanitarian letter anywhere, and if you
have never given a beggar a dime, or helped an old lady across the street, and
you will never do a thing in the future in a humanitarian way, now is the time to
do just this one thing. Do something; send this letter out to as many people as
you can. That’s all I am asking, send this letter out, please.
*This is a link to the “Malaria Finally Defeated” video on YouTube*:
_http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5jY2yab0uLc
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=267&F=H>_
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=267&F=H>
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=267&F=H>
*Latin American Health Restoration Center – Colombia* We have moved our Latin
America Restoration center from Bogota, Colombia to the coastal city of Santa
Marta. The reason being is the weather, availability of raw food, such as: raw
milk, cheese, raw honey, meat, sea water, fish, Moringa etc. Also, there is 10
million people in Bogota which means a lot of congestion as well as pollution.
Santa Marta is a quiet city located on the Caribbean Sea and we are located 2
blocks from the ocean! This gives people an opportunity to be able to walk on the
beach as well as bath daily in the ocean and get plenty of sun which is very
healthy for the body.
People will able to choose from many hotels, motels, apartments and even hostels
if they so choose. There are many here. From nice hostels to 4 star hotels.
People can even rent furnished apartments for 1 month to be able to cook their
own food and have there own space to heal. The weather is really nice here.
*Have you or anyone you know had good results with MMS*? /Please share/ a
testimony in our MMS Testimonials section:
genesis2church.org/write-new-mms-testimonial.html
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=118&F=H>
*Read all currently shared MMS Testimonials*:
genesis2church.org/all-mms-testimonials.html
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=213&F=H>
*MMS Video Testimonials on YouTube*:
youtube.com/MMStestimonials
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=59&F=H>

*Autism Mom - her story using MMS on her child (Aug 2012)**
*youtube.com/watch?v=kFNP3J8-m0c
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=132&F=H>
*Malignant Melanoma - MMS video testimonial (Mar 2013)**
*youtube.com/watch?v=QEugrDsfj3E
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=259&F=H>
*The Red Cross cures 154 Malaria cases in Uganda with MMS***:
youtube.com/watch?v=5jY2yab0uLc
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=266&F=H>
Autism - Kerri Rivera (90+ children fully recovered.)* mmsautism.org
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=168&F=H>
• Partial ebook
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=199&F=H>free download
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=199&F=H>
• Full ebook <http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=199&F=H>
• Hard copy <http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=199&F=H>
• For Kindle <http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=30&F=H>
• For iPhone iBook & iPad
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=13&F=H>
• Audiobook <http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=15&F=H>
If you have taken one of our MMS seminars or studied our Home Training DVD and
passed our exam, then you can become a Health minister of MMS and Reverend of
Genesis II Church <http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=28&F=H>.
*Other great books by Archbishop Jim Humble:*
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=201&F=H>
1. *Secrets of Enlightenment
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=201&F=H>* - Read more
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=201&F=H>.
There are a number of new concepts (secrets) in this book that you will not find
in any other book on earth. If that is not so then Archbishop Jim will happily
refund your money.
They say the simpler a concept is, the longer that it takes to develop.
Well, that is true about this book. *Read more
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=201&F=H>*.
Download ebook for $16.95
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=200&F=H> or Order Hard copy
for $19.95 <http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=200&F=H>.
*Archbishop Jim shows you how to**reduce radiation to zero*, and make
*gold* in the process.

As with the discovery of MMS this particular book is absolutely revolutionary and
could clean up the worlds atomic waste sites if given the chance. *Read more
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=197&F=H>*.
• Follow Jim on Twitter
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=8&F=H>
• Subscribe to Jim on YouTube
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=6&F=H>
• Befriend Jim on Facebook
<http://mail.mmsnews.org/link.php?M=108345&N=235&L=29&F=H>

